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Abstract— We introduce a multiscale network construction
that accelerates the convergence of distributed consensus algo-
rithms on the network. Local update rules are given to account
for node and edge failure, and the trade-off between perfor-
mance and robustness of the multilevel network is investigated.
A numerical example is provided to demonstrate the improved
convergence rate obtained using the new algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed consensus algorithms [4][10][17] allow a net-
work of computational nodes to iteratively exchange infor-
mation between neighbors in order to compute the global
average of a quantity. They can be used as the basis for many
applications, such as distributed optimization methods [6] or
control schemes [3]. While typically less efficient than a cen-
tralized algorithm, consensus methods have the advantages
of distributing the work across all nodes in the network and
of being robust to node and connection failure.

The general framework for consensus methods consid-
ers each node synchronously updating its own value to a
weighted average of the current values of its neighbors
(as distinct from asynchronous gossip algorithms [2], for
example). One of the most natural questions, therefore, is
what graph structure and what weights should be chosen to
give the fastest convergence of the algorithm to the consensus
value.

The choice of optimal weights has been investigated
in depth by [1][13], who used convex optimization and
semidefinite programming to find the weights that minimize
the magnitude of the second largest eigenvalue of the Markov
chain defined by the consensus update. While such an
approach gives the optimal choice of weights, it requires a
centralized scheme for solving the optimization problem for
the weights.

An alternative to solving for the optimal weights is to
choose a graph structure that gives fast consensus with some
weight choice. This can be done by optimization [5], or by
using a heuristic such as taking advantage of the fact that
small-world networks [16] have fast consensus [14] and thus
trying to add edges or nodes to enhance this property. Other
possibilities include making the node updates random [7] or
otherwise time-varying [8].

In this paper we present an alternate scheme for producing
a network to achieve fast consensus, based on the idea of
multiscale networks. We observe that a regular consensus
method is similar to using Jacobi’s method to solve the
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equation Lx = 0, where L is the graph Laplacian or
a similar matrix. Unfortunately, the convergence rate of
Jacobi’s method is poor and scales badly as system size
grows [12]. This is due to the fact that errors that vary slowly
across the network are only slowly driven to zero by the
Jacobi iteration, which uses only nearest-neighbor updates.
One standard way of overcoming these deficiencies is to use
multilevel algorithms, such as the multigrid method [15],
where coarsened versions of the base-level graph are used
to enhance the decay of slowly varying components.

We build on this insight and give an algorithm for con-
structing multilevel networks for consensus. The basic mul-
tilevel network construction is presented in Section II, with a
heuristic for adjusting the weights to enhance convergence in
Section III. An algorithm for adjusting the edge weights in
the presence of node and edge failures is given in Section IV
and the trade-off between performance and robustness is
investigated numerically in Section V. Finally, Section VI
presents a numerical example for a randomly generated graph
embedded in 2D.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF A MULTILEVEL NETWORK

By a multilevel network we mean one where nodes are
arranged in levels or classes. All nodes are not equal in
their connection structures, but are grouped. In a spatially
embedded network, lower levels contain more nodes and
have physically short-range connections, while higher levels
contain fewer nodes that have longer-range connections. This
thus mimics the multiscale structure generated by multilevel
algorithms such as multigrid [15]. We refer to nodes in all
upper levels as “supernodes”, to distinguish them from the
nodes in the base level.

We start with a network with a set of nodes N and a set
of edges E connecting these nodes. Each node is given an
initial value, and the purpose of the consensus algorithm is
to find the mean of the initial states of all nodes. The initial
values of all nodes are stored in the vector x(0). Starting
with the initial values, at any time step t each node i takes a
weighted average of the state values of its neighboring nodes
to compute its own new state value xi(t + 1). This process
can be represented as a multiplication with a state transition
matrix P :

x(t + 1) = PT x(t) (1)

For a single-level network, Metropolis weights can be used
to propagate the state as described in [17]. With Metropolis
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weights, the state transformation matrix is

Pij =


1

1+max di,dj
if {i, j} ∈ E

1−
∑

{i,k}∈E Pik if i = j

0 otherwise.
(2)

This is equivalent to probability distributions in Markov
Chains and we assume irreducibility and aperiodicity so the
state converges to a final state π, where

PT π = π (3)

State transition matrices that result from applying Metropolis
weights are symmetric, and all row- and column-sums are
equal to one. The invariant distribution is uniform, and repre-
sents the average of the initial states of the nodes. Metropolis
weights can be computed quickly by the distributed network,
and can be efficient for single-level networks. However, they
result in inefficiencies when applied to multilevel networks.
In particular, Metropolis weights for connections between
supernodes in upper levels of the network are smaller than
they would need to be to maximize the convergence rate,
since Metropolis weights take into account only the degree of
a node, but not other aspects of the geometry of the network,
such as the length of edges in a spatial embedding.

One method for constructing multilevel networks and find-
ing their state transition matrices and invariant distributions is
to first generate the base level, and then add the upper levels.
Each superior level is generated by making an identical copy
of the next lower level, and merging several nodes into
supernodes. The nodes in each level are connected to their
equivalent nodes in the levels directly above and below.

This method can be used for constructing multiscale
networks based on an arbitrary layout of the base-level
network. It does however constrain the construction of the
upper levels and the connections between levels, in that
connections between supernodes must mirror the connections
in the lowest level. It can therefore be applied in situations
where the geometry of the upper levels of the network can
be chosen to fit these constraints, or when the layers of
supernodes are created by selecting some of the regular nodes
in the base level to double as supernodes, and the base-
level connections between nodes are also used to implement
supernode edges.

The first step in creating the multilevel network is dupli-
cating the base level to create upper levels, and connecting
each node to its corresponding node in the levels directly
above and below. The connections between different levels
initially all have equal weights going up and down. For such
a network, the invariant distribution of each level is equal to
the invariant distribution π of the original base level, so that
the overall invariant distribution is

π̂ =
1
n

[
πT , πT , . . . , πT

]T
(4)

Next, weights are added for connections between different
levels, so that the values a node receives from superior levels
can be given more weight than those from inferior levels.
Using coefficients α1, α2, . . . , αn to denote weights for con-
nections between nodes in each level, and β1, β2, . . . , βn−1

for weights of connections between levels, the new state
transition matrix is

P̂ =

2666664
α1P (1 − α1)I 0 · · · 0
β1I α2P (1 − α2 − β1)I · · · 0
0 β2I α3P · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · αnP

3777775 (5)

The merging of nodes to form q supernodes from p nodes
in a level is described by the transformation matrix Bi ∈
<p×q, where Bij = 1 if and only if the original node i is
merged in supernode j. Bi thus describes the mapping from
the base level of nodes to level i. Note that B1 = I . The
transformation from the ladder network to the final network
is described by

B̂ = diag(B1, B2, . . . , Bn) (6)
¯̂
P =

(
B̂T B̂

)−1

B̂T P̂ B̂ = B̂†P̂ B̂ (7)

Theorem 2.1: A multilevel network constructed as de-
scribed above will have the state transition matrix (8) in
figure 1 and invariant distribution ¯̂π given by

¯̂π =
h
(γ1π)T , (γ2B

T
2 π)T , (γ3B

T
3 π)T , . . . , (γnBT

n π)T
iT

, (11)

where the coefficients γ1, γ2, . . . , γn are found by solving
the linear system (9) shown in figure 2.

Proof: Using P̂ from eq. 5 in eq. 7 yields the state
transition matrix shown in figure 1. Given P̂ , we can show
that ¯̂π in equation 11 is indeed the invariant distribution:

¯̂
P T ¯̂π =

26666666664

α1γ1π + β1π
((1 − α1)γ1 + α2γ2 + β2γ3)BT

2 π
...

((1 − αi−1 − βi−2)γi−1 + αiγi + βiγi+1)BT
i π

...
((1 − αn−1 − βn−2)γn−1 + αnγn)BT

n π

37777777775
= ¯̂π

(12)
Since the α and β coefficients are known, this can be written
as a system of linear equations. Omitting the last row, which
is redundant since each column of the original system sum
to zero, and adding the condition that the sum of the γ’s has
to be one, we get2666666664

(α1 − 1) β1 · · · 0
(1 − α1) (α2 − 1) · · · 0

0 (1 − α2 − β1) · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · βn−1

1 1
... 1

3777777775

26666664

γ1

γ2

γ3

...
γn−1

γn

37777775 =

26666664

0
0
0
...
0
1

37777775
(13)

The linear system in figure 2 is constructed by taking the
sum of each row except the last with all rows above it. As
long as αi + βi−1 < 1 for all i, there is a unique solution.
Given this solution, each node can determine the consensus
value from the invariant distribution.

The resulting invariant distribution is not uniform, and in
order to determine the consensus value, the state of each
node has to be multiplied with a factor that can be obtained
by solving the linear equation above for the invariant distri-
bution.
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¯̂
P =

26666664

α1P (1 − α1)B2 0 · · · 0 0

β1B†
2 α2B†

2PB2 (1 − α2 − β1)B†
2B3 · · · 0 0

0 β2B†
3B2 α3B†

3PB3 · · · 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 0 · · · (1 − αn)B†

nBn−1 αnB†
nPBn

37777775 (8)

Fig. 1. Transition matrix for Theorem 2.1. B† denotes the pseudoinverse of B, i.e. B† =
`
BT B

´−1
BT

. 2666666664

(α1 − 1) β1 0 · · · 0 0
0 (α2 + β1 − 1) β2 · · · 0 0
0 0 (α3 + β2 − 1) · · · 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 0 · · · (αn−1 + βn−2 − 1) βn−1

1 1 1
... 1 1

3777777775

266666664

γ1

γ1 + γ2

γ1 + γ2 + γ3

...Pn−1
i=1 γi

1

377777775
=

26666664

0
0
0
...
0
1

37777775 (9)

Fig. 2. Linear system for Theorem 2.1.

¯̂
Pa =

2666666664

α1P (1 − α1)B2 0 · · · 0

β1B†
2 α2

“
(1 + δ2) B†

2PB2 − δ2I
”

(1 − α2 − β1)B†
2B3 · · · 0

0 β2B†
3B2 α3

“
(1 + δ3) B†

3PB3 − δ3I
”

· · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 0 · · · αn

“
(1 + δn) B†

nPBn − δnI
”

3777777775
(10)

Fig. 3. State transition matrix with adjusted supernode self-weights.

III. ADJUSTING WEIGHTS FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

The method for constructing the propagation matrix has
one deficiency: since supernodes are constructed by merging
several nodes in one level into one supernode, the self-
weights of the supernodes are on average significantly higher
than the weights for transmitting states between supernodes
in a level. The convergence rate can be improved by reducing
the self-weights of the supernodes, so that they are on
average equal to the weights between nodes. This can be
done by taking advantage of the fact that(

(1 + δ) PT − δI
)
π = PT π (14)

Such an adjustment is applied to all submatrices that describe
the connections between supernodes in their respective level,
i.e. all block matrices on the diagonal of ¯̂

P with the exception
of the first block matrix on the diagonal, which describes the
connections between the base-level nodes. The δ coefficients
for each level are chosen such that the mean weight for
connections between nodes are equal to the mean self-
weights.

Theorem 3.1: If the multilevel network with state transi-
tion matrix ¯̂

P in equation (8) has weight changes given by

δj = min
{

a− b

1− a− b
,

min {diag (Aj)}
1−min {diagAj}

}
(15)

a =
1
n

trace (A) (16)

b =
1

n2 − n
‖Aj‖1 − trace (Aj) (17)

Aj = B†
jPBj (18)

then it will have the same invariant distribution as the un-
modified network. With these changes, the new state transfer
matrix is equation (10) in figure 3.

Proof: Adjusting the blocks on the diagonal of ¯̂
P as

described above does not change the products of those entries
with the corresponding parts of the invariant distribution:(

(1 + δi) B†
i PBi − δiI

)
γiB

T
i π = B†

i PBiγiB
T
i π (19)

Therefore, the invariant distribution ¯̂π remains the same when
the supernode self-weights are adjusted.

While adjusting super-node self-weights does not neces-
sarily result in optimal values for ¯̂

Pa, it is a heuristic that
yields significant improvements in the spectral gap.

Figure 4 demonstrates the effect that adjusting supernode
self-weights has on the convergence rate. For a ring-shaped
network with three levels of nodes, three methods were
used to construct the state transitions matrix: Metropolis
weights, and the method described in the previous section
with and without supernode self-weight adjustments. The
computational cost of generating the networks was not taken
into account here, since it is assumed that networks are used
for multiple computations. Using the multi-grid method, and
initial improvement in the convergence rate compared to
Metropolis could be achieved, as averaging of states of nodes
connected to the same supernode is accelerated compared
to Metropolis weights. However, since connections between
supernodes are weak, convergence slows down after a few
steps. With the improvement of adjusting supernode self-
weights, a significantly higher convergence rate is achieved
even after these initial steps.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of convergence for a network with three levels using
Metropolis weights and the multigrid weights described here with and
without supernode self-weight adjustments.

IV. ADJUSTING THE NETWORK FOR BROKEN EDGES AND
NODES

In order to be robust, the network should continue to
function when one or more of its edges or nodes stop
functioning, as long as the network is still connected. A
broken node is a special case of multiple broken edges,
since it is equivalent to breaking all edges of the effected
node, and removing it from the network. One simple method
for adjusting for a broken edge is for the adjacent nodes
to modify their self-weights so that the row sums of the
weight matrix are again equal to 1. Affected nodes only
need to know the weights of their remaining edges to do this.
When this method is used, the invariant distribution does not
change, as long as the network is still connected. This can be
shown by considering the joint probability matrix W, where

Wij = Pijπi (20)

The column sums of W are equal to the invariant distribution:∑
j

Wji = πi (21)

When the edge between nodes p and q is broken, P is
adjusted in the following way:

P ′
pq = P ′

qp = 0 (22)

P ′
pp = Ppp + Ppq (23)

P ′
qq = Pqq + Pqp (24)

This results in the following adjustments to W:

W ′
pq = W ′

qp = 0 (25)
W ′

pp

π′p
=

Wpp

πp
+

Wpq

πp
(26)

W ′
qq

π′q
=

Wqq

πq
+

Wqp

πq
(27)

These adjustments preserve the symmetry of W . The column
sums of W ′ are:∑

j

W ′
ji =

∑
j

Wji = πi = π′i for i 6= p, q

(28a)∑
j

W ′
jq =

∑
j 6=p,q

W ′
ji + W ′

pp + W ′
qp

=
∑

j 6=p,q

Wjp + (Wpp + Wpq)
π′p
πp

for i = p

(28b)∑
j

W ′
jq =

∑
j 6=p,q

Wji + W ′
qq + W ′

pq

=
∑

j 6=p,q

Wjq + (Wqq + Wpq)
π′q
πq

for i = q

(28c)

Theorem 4.1: If the multilevel network with state transi-
tion matrix ¯̂

Pa in equation (10) has some edges removed
but remains connected, then updating the transition matrix
by (22)–(24) ensures that the invariant distribution remains
unchanged.

Proof: Equations (28b) and (28c) can be solved for π′p
and π′q:

π′p =
(πp −Wpp −Wqp)πp

πp −Wpp −Wqp
= πp (29)

π′q =
(πq −Wqq −Wpq)πq

πq −Wqq −Wpq
= πq (30)

Therefore, π′i = πi for all i.
If the network becomes disconnected as a result of broken

edges, or if one or more nodes break, the resulting invariant
distribution of the remaining or partial network is not the
same as that of the original network, since information is
lost in the process. However, the method for adjusting the
network described above can still be used to determine the
average of the values of the remaining nodes at the time the
network was disconnected.

V. PERFORMANCE AND ROBUSTNESS TRADE-OFFS

There are many useful measures of performance for con-
sensus algorithms. One such performance measure is the
second largest eigenvalue modulus (SLEM) [11][9]. The
SLEM is a measure of the worst-case convergence rate,
which applies if the initial guess is aligned with the second
eigenvector, or the convergence rate that is reached when
all differences in node states along other eigenvectors of the
system are damped out.

Figure 5 shows the spectral gap ρ = 1 − SLEM for
multilevel rings with various numbers of levels. In these
networks, every node is connected to its two neighboring
nodes within its level, so that each level forms a ring. In
addition, each node is connected to one supernode in the
level above. Each supernode in one of the upper levels has
the same number of subnodes.
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As demonstrated in the figure, the spectral gap for a
single-level network is inversely proportional to the square
of the number of nodes of the network. However, if the
number of levels in the network is sufficiently large, it scales
logarithmically instead.

One simple measure of robustness is the connectivity of
the network. Additional measures of robustness are necessary
to evaluate how the network convergence rate is affected by
failures of some edges or nodes that do not lead to parts of
the network becoming disconnected. One such measures of
robustness is the worst-case spectral gap of a network with
a specific number of broken edges or nodes.

Another measure of performance that can be used is the
inverse of the number of steps tc required for convergence
of node values to within a small error margin of the invariant
distribution. Similarly, robustness can be defined as the ratio
between the number of steps required for convergence for the
intact network and for a network with a number of broken
edges or nodes.

In constructing a multilevel network, there are a number
of parameters one can chose that influence the performance
and robustness of the network. The extreme cases are often
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Fig. 7. Performance vs. Robustness for various α and β values.

equivalent to a single level distributed network, which is very
robust but has low performance, or to a network with a single
supernode, which has high performance and low robustness.

The first choices to make are the number of levels and
the ratio of nodes per supernode for each level. The effects
of the number of levels on the SLEM for a ring-shaped
network are shown in figure 5. Figure 6 shows an example
of the number of time steps required for convergence of a
ring-shaped network with two levels and 40 base nodes as
a function of the number of supernodes. In the case where
all nodes work, the convergence rate is lower for networks
with more supernodes. However, if one of the supernodes
breaks, the time to convergence increases dramatically for
a network with few supernodes, while networks with more
supernodes are not affected as much. In this case, adding
more than six supernodes to a network does not lead to
faster convergence if one of them breaks, since the effect
of lowering the convergence rate is larger than the benefit
of added robustness. However, if several nodes malfunction,
having additional supernodes can be beneficial. While the
ideal number of levels depends primarily on the number of
nodes in the network, the best ratio between the number of
nodes in different levels depends on the expected failure rate
of nodes and edges, as well as the desired level of robustness.

Additional parameters that have to be chosen are the α

and β coefficients in the state transition matrix ¯̂
P (figure 1).

Selecting large values for the coefficients that govern data
exchanges between supernodes and from supernodes to base
nodes yields high performance and lower robustness, while
giving base level nodes more weight increases robustness and
lowers performance. Figure 7 shows the Pareto frontier of all
possible combinations of these coefficients for a ring-shaped
network with three levels and 64 base-level nodes. The times
to convergence for the intact network and for a network with
ten broken edges were used to evaluate performance and
robustness. The majority of possible combinations of the four
α and β parameters in this case are not on the Pareto frontier
and should not be selected. Each point on the Pareto frontier
represents a different performance-robustness trade-off, and
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selection of a specific parameter combination depends on the
desired level of performance or robustness.

VI. TWO DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

To demonstrate how the algorithm described above might
be used in a real network, a two dimensional network
consisting of 324 randomly positioned nodes was created.
The probability of having an edge between any two nodes
in the base level is proportional to the square of the distance
between the nodes. Two supernode levels were created by
dividing the base level layout into 6× 6 grid for the second
level, and a 2 × 2 grid for the third level, and selecting the
node closest to the center of each grid square to double as a
supernode. The layout of this network is shown in figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the convergence of the node values to
the invariant distribution for both the multigrid network and
a network consisting of the base level only. As expected,
the multigrid network converges significantly faster. Also
plotted is a case where all edges have a probability of being
functional of 0.5 at any time step. While this decreases
the convergence rate, the multigrid network still performs
significantly better than the single level network.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a new multilevel and multi-
scale network construction that accelerates distributed con-
sensus algorithms run on the network. We also gave update
rules to show how the consensus transition matrix should be
adjusted in response to node and edge failure to ensure that
the invariant distribution is preserved. Using our multilevel
construction we were able to explore the trade-off between
heavily weighting the coarsest levels of the network, resulting
in high performance but low robustness to failure, and more
heavily weighting the base level, giving high robustness
but low performance. The algorithms presented constitute
a heuristic method. A detailed mathematical model for the
resulting improvements in convergence rates would be an
interesting area for future work, but is beyond the scope
of this paper. The accelerated performance of consensus
methods on such multilevel networks was demonstrated with
an example of a random network embedded in 2D.
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